Dive in and build your very own animated undersea world! Bring your seascape to life with diving dolphins, twisting sea turtles, and a colorful school of spinning fish! They are all waiting to jump, dive, and spin for you!

To begin, learn some basic building tips by following the color-coded instructions. Attach the yellow handle to the center of a gear and turn it to bring the characters to life. While you are building, turn the gears every so often to make sure everything is working. There is no wrong way to build your undersea world, so let your imagination be your guide!
Under the Sea

Assemble all the parts

Push the bases together so they snap into place.

For easier assembly, remove the gears that hang over the fittings. Then, slide one base down onto the other base's fittings. After you connect the bases, put the gears you removed back in to place!
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**STEP TWO**

Add the porpoises

**This is the first section of the display**

The porpoises should move when you turn the gears

**STEP ONE**

Build a tower on a base with gears and axles

Add three gears to the base

Add two gears to the back and one gear to the front

Add four more gears to the front

Add two gears to the base

Add two gears to the back and one gear to the red block with pin
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**Build a crab in a shell**

**STEP ONE**
Add two gears to a base

**STEP TWO**
Put the crab and shell on the base and one gear

Add a gear with the crank, this will turn the crab and shell

**Add four fish**

Put the four fish on the four small gears

Put the fish and two gears on the base

Turning the gears should also turn the fish
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**Add an octopus**

Build a small tower with two gears for the octopus to sit on

**Two happy turtles**

Put the turtles on a base with gears in back

Turning the gears should make the turtles move